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You did it! 
You’ve taken the jump into the world of piano and music.  Congratulations!  Reading treble clef notes with 

ease is key to enjoying playing the piano.  That’s what this eBook will do.  Get you reading notes... with ease.    

The fastest way to do this is by engaging all your senses.  Your ears, eyes, and touch.  We won’t be tasting or 

smelling but 3 out of 5 is engaging :-) 

Write it out... 
Learning piano as an adult is not only possible it’s doable, and will bring you joy for many years.  This eBook 

engages your eyes and your touch as you write out notes and create your own melodies. It engages your ears as 

you play what you have written.  No Judgment Allowed just do it :-) When you complete all the exercises with 

the mind of a 6 year-old, i.e. non-judged curiosity and play, you gain an appreciation of the rules of musical 

notation by experiencing them instead of memorizing them.   

Writing is crucial. Just ask the famous composer Johann Sebastian Bach.  He learned to write by stealing his 

brother’s music out of a locked cabinet in the middle of the night and copying it out for his own use.  There 

were no photocopiers in 1694!  I learned most of the rules of musical notation from a book and theory exams... 

away from the piano!  That was not helpful. Later, as I wrote out scores and exercises for my students, all the 

rules came to life and I experienced the language of music.  You don’t have to wait as long as I did, you’ll 

experience it now.   

Use this eBook with Play Piano Chords Today Book 1.  PPCT 

Book 1 teaches piano using Lead Sheets. To the left is Fur Elise as a 

lead sheet and below it, Fur Elise written out traditionally.  Being 

able to play beautiful music with a bare outline in front of you is 

creative and more approachable for beginners than reading 

traditional music.  Adults with a variety of musical backgrounds 

from beginner to experienced enjoy playing lead sheets. 

Use the videos provided as practice buddies. Playing 

with an expert teaches you through osmosis, gives you 

tips that can’t be put into words,  and it can get lonely 

practicing at the piano.  Everyone likes a buddy :-) 

If this is your first step into music or if you had only a few lessons 

many decades ago, the pages in this book will give you a great 

foundation on the notes so you can tackle the lead sheets in Play 

Piano Chords Today with confidence.     

           

  Write and play with me! 

Linda Gould 

Video  

https://www.playpianochordstoday.com/ppct-course
https://www.playpianochordstoday.com/pfs-course
https://playpianochordstoday.com/videos-bk1
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Meet Your Piano 

Did you know? Piano is the easiest instrument to make a nice sound on. Let's do it! 

Using the black notes as your guide, find the notes 

C and F on your piano.  

Black notes on pianos come in groups of 2 and 3. 

C is the note to the left of the 2 black notes and  

F is the note left of the 3 black notes. 

2 3 

More Fun Things To Try: 
Be a kid again, explore sounds!  Do you have a favorite note?  Mine is G.  No idea why, it just is :-) 
  

 Find all of the C's up and down the piano. Any finger will do! How many are there? 

 Find all the F's.  Are there the same number of F’s and C’s? 

 With your left hand play 3 E's 

 With your right hand play 3 A's 
 Make up something else to find :-).  Use that as your note of the day and everytime you walk by your 

piano, play it.    

A man walks into a bar... 

up the piano the  

pitch (sound) gets higher 

...old joke! The vertical lines are called barlines. They divide music into sections which help us 

keep track of where we are. The music between two bar lines is called one bar (no drinks though!) 

...and the notes get higher too 

Which way is up? 

Video  

https://vimeo.com/414927995/7e616babff
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Let’s Play 

Learn a Scale - Backwards 

Why learn scales and why backwards?  

Scales are abundant in music and when they are ‘in your fingers’ you can play them without thinking! 

Playing scales with the same fingering everytime, everytime, e v e r y t i m e, helps you learn scales 

even faster.  Songs and improvisations are full of scales so get them into your musical toolbox and fly 

over the keys! 

 

Traditionally scales are taught starting at the lowest note playing 'up the piano’. When you learn scales 

the opposite way (backwards, ‘down the piano’) the fingering makes more sense.  Play the scale above 

along with the video using your Right Hand.  The circled numbers are your finger numbers.  Sing or say 

the note names while you play.   

Engage all your senses, let’s sing too! 

Video  

Video  

https://vimeo.com/414906251/f2852e2084
https://vimeo.com/414907693/7dddcbbd76
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Note writing tips 

Writing and copying music speeds up learning to read notes. 

Remember my comment about Bach on the intro page?  You will learn 

to read notes as easily as you are reading these words. Watch the video 

for some extra tips :-) 

Video  

https://vimeo.com/414904668/4b7e419383
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First Composition 

Do you enjoy writing music?  

 

Why not make your own pen to draw musical 

staff on any blank page… YouTube Video.   

Watch the video and write your first  

melody with me! 

Video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCKq6t5HKyk&feature=emb_logo
https://vimeo.com/414926589/0097cdab2d
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Which Piano? Where? 

I am assuming if you have this book, you have a piano.  You can’t learn a language unless you speak it 

everyday and you can’t learn the language of music and the piano unless you play it everyday.  I don’t 

mean hours of scales but a little playing everyday goes a long way.  Here’s a delightful video of a 

Grandpa motivated to learn English to illustrate the point. Don’t forget to come back after you watch the 

video :-) 

If your piano is in a back room or even worse… the basement (!) you will forget about it.  If your piano 

is near the kitchen or the TV you are more likely to play it.  On a TV commercial slide over to the piano 

and play a few notes.  Easy!  Your musical journey is part of your life now.  Eventually you will watch a 

little TV during your piano breaks :-) 

Maybe you inherited an old upright.  Someone was giving it away free!  It 

has a few chipped keys and hasn’t been tuned in awhile but it’s a piano, 

right?  Wrong.  It’s a liability.  It’s days of musical love have passed and it 

would be better off turned into a desk or bookcase.   

Pianos have to be in tune and in good shape.  I recommend an 88-note, 

weighted, digital piano unless you can afford a good quality acoustic piano and pay for a yearly tuning.  

Even then, acoustic pianos are big and heavy and digital pianos can be taken to a friends house to jam 

(music lingo for informal music gathering) or put next to the kitchen so it’s accessible.  If you have lots 

of $$ get both!  

Find what motivates you to go to your piano, write it down and put it 

on your fridge or your bathroom mirror for a month.  Is it a favorite 

piece of music?  Leave that piece open on your piano.  How about a 

fun poster?  Put it on your fridge.  Next month put up a new poster to 

reinspire you!   

Integrate playing piano into everyday life by using some of these 

tips.  After all, isn’t that what we all want? 

 

Grand Piano 
Upright Acoustic Piano 

Digital Piano 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tU5Rnd-HM6A&t=47s
https://www.playpianochordstoday.com/product-page/motivational-poster-booklet
https://www.playpianochordstoday.com/product-page/motivational-poster-booklet
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Second Composition 
… your 2nd melody! 

Video  

https://vimeo.com/414927233/fd14f6b1e7
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Third Composition 
Now you’re in a groove :-) 

Video  

https://vimeo.com/414927569/4d2ed23fa6
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Look for a FACE 

FACE is the key to finding notes on the treble clef until the magic happens and 

you can read notes as easily as you read these words. Every note is either a 

FACE note or one step away. 

 

Watch the video and fill in the page with me :-) 

Draw your own FACES in SPACES and on LINES and Ledger Lines 

Treble  
Clef 

Extra staff lines are called 

Ledger Lines 

Video  

https://vimeo.com/414944644/d617005c3e
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More FACE’s 

How much will it cost to skip practice  

and go right to perfect? 

Copy the FACE’s above and the note B 

Write 3 B’s - mid, low and high 

B 

Video  

Find out about foundation notes and explore the whole staff on 

the video with me :-) 

https://vimeo.com/414948056/feb240ad06
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Time Yourself 
Seeing yourself progress is very motivating.  You can do this by timing yourself and watch 

your reading skills improve! Time me while I do these and get some extra tips.   

Video  

Video  

Video  

1.  

2.  

3.  

https://vimeo.com/417063911/b133a3b4f3
https://vimeo.com/417064279/2a736ffeca
https://vimeo.com/417064443/843c05229b
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One A Day Week 1 
Stay in the writing groove and let’s play with C, D, E, and F.  

Write along with me in the video.   

Video  

https://vimeo.com/414954675/95b0aafb21
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Creating Habits 

You really want to learn to play the piano but is finding the time to play it a challenge?   

All of us who play the piano well, have made playing piano a habit.  How?  Watch the 

Habits video for tips on creating your WHY. 

The first step doesn’t involve your piano at all.  It’s you and a piece of paper creating your WHY. 

1. Why I want to learn to play the piano ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What does playing the piano mean to me 

 a. Playing anything that resembles a song 

 b. Playing for friends, family and at local open mic’s 

 c. Playing in a band 

 d. Performing with a band 

 c. Performing on a tour and making $$  

3. How long does it take the average person to achieve the goals I have created? ______________ 

 

Now you have an idea of why, let’s break it down into how...   

1. Put your piano in a warm inviting place. Ideal places are next to the kitchen, beside the TV or your 

favorite chair (usually one in the same). 

2. Touch it everyday.  Just say HI or dust it or play a glissando as you walk by. 

3. Link piano practice to something you do everyday.  Making tea or coffee in the morning (play while 

you wait for it to brew), emptying the dishwasher (it can be a 

reward after unloading), brushing your teeth (put your 

toothbrush on the piano).  You get the idea.  

4. Put PLAY PIANO into reminders on your smart phone.  One 

of my current fitness goals is to strengthen my arms.  

Everyday at noon my phone dings and it says Push Ups.  If 

I’m busy I take a washroom break and do a few wall pushups 

or I hit the floor and push away.   

5. Find or make a beautiful musical calendar, hang it in your 

kitchen and put a tick on it everyday you play the piano (for 1 

min or 1 hour).  It’s a little cheering section whenever you go 

to the kitchen.  If you see a few weeks go by with no ticks, go 

back to the top of this page and start again.  It usually takes a 

few tries.   NJA (no judgement allowed). 

6. Record yourself now and in 6 months.  Seeing progress is a 

great motivator.  Be brave… post a short  recording on the PPCT closed Facebook group to show 

other like-minded adults your progress.  :-) 

Video  

https://www.playpianochordstoday.com/ppct-course
https://vimeo.com/414946820/21f3a22065
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One A Day Week 2 
Write with me and let’s play with E, F, G and A 

Video  

https://vimeo.com/414949018/541706db39
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Good Bye Dragon Fly 

 There is an old acronym for the line notes in the staff and the space notes up 

high and down low.  It’s gender specific and involves Boys and Fudge.   

 

I think it’s best to learn all the notes using only the FACE acronym, however, if you 

want a gender neutral acronym for these other notes, use Good Bye Dragon Fly. 

F ly 
D ragon 
B ye 
G ood 

F ly 
D ragon 
B ye 
G ood 

Video  

https://vimeo.com/420813543/4617afbe30
https://playpianochordstoday.com/videos-bk1
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One A Day Week 3 Video  

Write with me and let’s play with G, A, B and C 

https://vimeo.com/414949231/047ae8e7bc
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One A Day Week 4 Video  

Write with me and let’s play with the whole C scale! 

https://vimeo.com/414949439/58b43315f8
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Music Crossword 1 

*Extra Tip* 
Play clues on your piano 

• Complete the puzzle using the 

      notes as musical clues 

• Record the time it took to 

      complete 

• Print another copy and see if 

you can beat your time! 

• Copy the clues onto staff 

      and play on the piano for 

      additional practice 

• Use the FACE examples as     

      hints 

FACE examples 

Video  

https://vimeo.com/420813247/e8c0f9c4f9
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Music Crossword 2 

*Final Step* 
Play clues on your  
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Crossword 2 

Crossword 1 

Crossword Answers 

Like more puzzles?   
Go to  

   PlayPianoChordsToday.com/printables 

https://www.playpianochordstoday.com/product-page/musical-crossword-puzzles
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Rhythm and Arithmetic 

Music and Math go hand in hand.  Let’s play with some simple arithmetic.  Notes that add up to 4 is 

the game.  The only rule is all the notes in each bar need to add up to the equivalent of 4 quarter 

notes.  If you have 5 or 6 1/2 quarter notes you lose the game :-)  Here are some examples.   

  1..    2..3..      4  +        1    +    2      3     +   4         1    +    2     +   3      4 

Here are two empty lines of staff to fill with bars of notes adding up to 4.  Put a time signature        

beside the treble clef.  This time signature means you are promising the equivalent of 4 quarter 

notes in each bar.  

This is the rhythm app that I use with my students with great success. If you have 

an iPhone or iPad, the Rhythm Lab app is a fun way to become a rhythm master! 

Great games for beginner to expert.  Watch a demo on this video.  

Video  

Clap along with me on the video and see Rhythm 

Lab in action! 

Video  

http://www.rhythmlab-app.com
https://vimeo.com/417060734/93bf839c10
https://vimeo.com/417065757/27f28e70e7
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Name That Tune  Video  

There is a video for each day that unveils the 

mystery and more! 

Video  

Video  

https://vimeo.com/418198686/dbca3d1978
https://vimeo.com/418201101/3004a25611
https://vimeo.com/418200076/00de32042f
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Video  

Video  

https://vimeo.com/418204381/e09b0ee1e5
https://vimeo.com/418202430/22c7cab829
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Video  

Video  

https://vimeo.com/418206886/89c642d707
https://vimeo.com/418205642/6f16c6b1f6


 

 

Thank you... 
 

Thank you to Christine Taber, Liz Zdunich, Dave Paulson, Tim Topham, and my favorite  
teacher groups.  You continue to inspire and guide me on my journey.   

 
 

Dedication... 
 

To all my grandchildren, nieces and nephews.  Watching them discover music is an unending joy! 

I have taken traditional piano lessons in the past and find the Play Piano 

Chords Today method so much more enjoyable. From the first lesson, theory 

and practice are integrated. PPCT teaches us to "make" music.  

 
Wendy - piano student & retired physiotherapist  

When Linda Gould was a child her friends called her Linderace 
because she loved playing boogie woogie as well as classical 
piano.  She’s lived in the classical and jazz worlds for most of 
her life.   
 
Linda is an award winning pianist and educator, who’s been 
teaching, performing and writing music for over 40 years.  She 
loves “good music” whether it’s pop, jazz, classical, country, 

rock or latin.   
 
When she’s not composing, she loves to teach and 
travel the world performing on two pianos with her 
husband or her sister. 
 
Linda’s mission is help more piano teachers get 
comfortable teaching piano chords and 
improvisation so any adult who wants to play piano 
creatively can enjoy the creative journey!  



 

 

Next Steps... 

Bravo for playing and singing and writing your way through this book!  What you have 

just done applies to everything you’ll do in the future and, because you are creating a 

solid foundation, your learning will speed up.  Read new pieces every week (or every 

day) and your reading skills will become as natural as breathing.  You won’t remember 

what it was like not to be able to read music!   

 

Don’t wait!  You’re getting comfortable with treble clef notes so dive into chords and 

chord symbols.  You can start to learn some tunes right now with Play Piano Chords 

Today Book 1 even BEFORE you finish this book.   

 

Learning with chords and playing along with videos enable you to play by memory and 

by ear and are the key to improvisation and creativity.  You are playing along with the 

experts! Your imagination will explode with musical ideas!   

Play Piano Chords Today Book 1 is the perfect 

introduction to chords and lead sheets.  It covers all the 

basics from chord creation to voicing.  There is no 

memorization or chord charts to look up.  Everything 

is explained so you can create it yourself and apply it 

to pieces right away.  Use this Piano from Scratch 

along with Bk 1 for maximum benefit.  

Play Piano Chords Today Book 2 takes all the 

musical tools learned in Book 1 and applies them to 

new pieces.  We all learn by doing, and we repeat our 

new tools with fresh pieces.  In addition Bk 2 expands 

on improvisation, transposition, the blues and more 

advanced chords.     

Play Piano Chords Today Book 3 takes your 

chord playing to the next level.  What is the key to 

feeling comfortable in all 12 keys?  How did Chopin 

write that long run in his Nocturne and how can I create 

my own?  What do I look for when I am memorizing a 

lead sheet? How do I get chords to move smoothly 

when I am sight reading a lead sheet?  These questions 

and more are explored and conquered!   

Video  

https://www.playpianochordstoday.com/course-books
https://www.playpianochordstoday.com/course-books
https://www.playpianochordstoday.com/course-books
https://vimeo.com/420811946/ff3b8f2dea
https://playpianochordstoday.com/videos-bk1


 

 

Don’t Go Yet :-) 

Online courses do two things, they provide information and motivation.  I recommend 

you pair them with a real piano teacher for maximum results.  Playing a musical 

instrument uses the whole body no matter what instrument you choose and a piano 

teacher is an expert on how to use your body to create some pretty amazing music.  You 

also get to create music with someone… LIVE.  How cool is that?   

 

I would love to teach everyone personally.  The internet and online courses allow me to 

come close to that dream.  While teaching over 500 adults in person I became aware of 

many of the common questions. All those questions and more are answered in the videos. 

 

Be sure to use the videos provided with these courses as practice buddies, so 

every minute of your lesson with your teacher is full of what music is all about, 

the language of emotion and expression.    

MORE ONLINE COURSES 

Video  

Just Launched - Play With Me series - online courses on specific pieces.   

The first of the series is On A Clear Day by Lerner and Lane.  We start with basic chords and create 

a lovely tune for beginners and then expand with more advanced chords for experienced players.  

Click on the picture for more information.   

https://vimeo.com/420811946/ff3b8f2dea
https://playpianochordstoday.com/videos-bk1
https://play-piano-chords-today.teachable.com/p/home


 

 

PlayPianoChordsToday.com 

eBook & videos    $39.95 

“Your program is such a lovely way to introduce adults to playing and having fun.  

Those who go through your books continue to enjoy and learn from lead sheets and are 

ready to read the bass clef and enjoy classical music as well... so thank you! “  

   

    Julianne  – piano teacher 

 
Piano From Scratch - There are shortcuts to becoming a good note reader and I’ve added as 
many of them as I could between these covers.  As a beginner, everything is new and making 
good music right away is the goal of the Play Piano Chords Today series.  This supplement was 
designed be used along side PPCT Book 1 so your note reading skills increase as each new piece 
is learned.  Keep nibbling at the puzzles and exercises inside and the day will come when you 
don’t remember what it was like not to read music :-)   


